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Details of Visit:

Author: Spunkalot
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 20 Mar 2008 1pm
Duration of Visit: 15 mins
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Naturelle
Phone: 01904621786

The Premises:

Been here before with mixed results and today was no different.
Very close to football ground, enter through a white gate into a back yard and ring the bell,
reasonably clean and decent area. Parking a bit of a chew on this occasion. Room is small and
dingy. Radio on and some 80`s porn on TV.

The Lady:

Described on the phone as from Brazil, dusky skinned, leggy, busty, very attractive etc. Specializes
in ALL services.
This couldnt have been further from the truth, in fact she was from leeds, black skin, 5ft 5", massive
tits and arse, a tad chunky, blonde streaks in hair. Average face and a pleasant chatty personality.

The Story:

Got to room and was relieved of ?5 entry fee, told what was on offer and the prices. Chose a full
personal for ?60 (which was ?15 more than the last time I visited here 6 months ago). Also on offer
was toys, anal, RO, all at escalating prices and a 1 hour for ?120.
Started with a massage which lasted about 3 mins, good attention to balls. Turned over and a skin
was rolled on, 1 min of oral followed then she asked me to fuck her doggy. Entered from behind but
by this stage I`d lost all enthusiasm so got her to wank me to completion instead.
Cleaned up and left feeling extorted and ripped off.

This was a very poor punt, a total waste of money. For the prices this place is charging for the
quality of girls it is extortion.
For ?120 an hour you can get proper stunners elsewhere.
Also was told specialize all services, but NO OWO it was not even offered. Maybe should have
complained but I`m not the type.
I dont know if this place has changed hands but the new pricing structure is way over inflated, and
the bad punts here way out number the good punts.

Overall, very poor time had. Spent 15 mins on the premises for ?65.
Was lied to on the phone and left feeling thoroughly ripped off!

Will NOT be going back!
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